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Abstract
For a class of high-gain stabilizable multivariable linear infinite-dimensional systems we present an aclaptive control
law which achieves approximatc asymptotic tracking in the sense that the tracking error tends asymptotically to a ball
centred at 0 and of arbitrary prescribed radius,1 >0. This control strategy, called,t{racking, combines proportional error
feedback with a simple nonlinear adaptation of the feedback gain. It does not involve any parameter estimation algorithms,
nor is it based on the intemal model principle. The class of reference signals is l,ltt,n, the Sobolev space of absolutely
continuous functions which are bounded and have essentially bounded derivative. The control strategy is robust with
respect to output measurement noise in Wt'* and bounded input disturbances. We apply our results to retarded systcms
and integrodifferential systems. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keyt"ords; Adaptive control; Tracking; High-gain control; Infinite-dimensional systems; Functional differential equationsl
Integrodifferential equations
l. Introduction
We present an adaptive regulator for the class of infinite-dimensional m-input-m-output systems described by
iQ) :  t r(y)( t)  + Gu(t)  -r  w(t1, / (0) :  -yo € R', ( t . l )
where as usual rz(') and y(') denote the plant input and output, respectively, G is a rcal mxm-matrix whose
eigenvalues have positive real pafts, and ://' is a causal linear operator, which is input output stable in a
certain sense; see Section 2 for details. In apptications :,f will be the input-output operator of a state-space
system or a system described by a functional or partial differential equation. The function w(.) then models
the effect of non-zero inital conditions. Our class covers retarded and integrodifferential systems which satisfy
a generalized minimum phase condition and have a generalized high-frequency gain whose eigenvalues have
positive real parts, and are hence stabilizable by static high-gain output feedback (for a detailed discussion
see Section 4).
* Corresponding author. E-mail: hl@maths.bath.ac.uk.
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C(1,K') ::vector space of all continuous functions on 1 with values in K,.
1ng,K') :-vector space of all p-integrable functions on l with values in K,, p)1.
Z-(1,K') :-vector space of all essentially bounded functions on 1 with values in K'.
ZL.(f,n<') ::vector space of all locally p-integrable functions on l with values in K', p)1.
4/1'-(R+,K')::vector space of all K'-valued functions / defined on R* such that./ ' is absolutely conti-
nuous on every compact subinterval of R1 and f and .f' are essentially bounded.
BV(I,t<'^') :: vector space of K'x'-valued functions of bounded variation defined on .I.
M(R*,K'*') ;:vector space of bounded Borel measures on R1 with values in Kntn.
F1-(C'*') ::algebra of bounded holomorphic functions defined on Ce with values in C"'.
Let 
./ be a function defined on [0,a), where O<a<oo. Then for all re [0,a)
( 4 f  ) Q ) : : 0 ( r { r ,t > r .
If X is a normed space, then B(X) denotes the set of linear bounded operators from X into X. lf Te B(X\,
then o(Z) denotes the spectrum of Z.
! denotes the Laplace transform. The superscript ^ is used to denote Laplace transformed or Laplace-stieltjes
transformed functions.
2. Preliminaries and system description
The plant to be controlled is given by Eq.(l. l), where we assume that
(Ai  )  G€ R'^ '  wi th o(G) c Cs,
(A2) . : / { ' is  causal  and . i l  
€8(r2(R+.R') )nB(Z-(R+,Rn)) .
Recall that ,%' is called shift-invariant if ,Et./f :.f ,Vt for all /)0, where ,f, denotes the operator of
right-shift by /. Since shift-invariance implies causality (see [11]), assumption (A2) is implied by( A 2 ' |  f l  i s  s h i f t - i n v a r i a n t  a n d  / /  e B ( L 2 ( R , . R ' ) ) n B ( L - ( R * . R - ) ) .
Assumption (A2') (and hence assumption (A2)) is usually satisfied for the inputlutput operators of systems
given by linear autonomous exponentially stable differential equations (ODEs, PDEs as well as FDEs). In
particular, it is satisfied for the classes of retarded and integrodifferential systems considered in Section 4.
It follows from [12] that(A2') holds if and only if ./f ls a convolution operator of the form .*'(y)-l{ay,
where , I1  
€M(R+,[ t " ' ) .  In  th is  case,  i f  ,yo:0 and w:0,  Laplace t ransformat ion of  Eq.  ( l . l )  g ives




G ( s ) : 1 s r - n ( s ) 1 - r G , ( 2 . t )
i t f o l l o w s t h a t y ( s ) : G ( s ) i l ( s ) . U s i n g a s s u m p t i o n ( A l ) a n d t h e f a c t t h a t H i s i n  H n ( C ^ , ^ ) , i t i s n o t d i f f i c u l r
to show that for all sufficiently large y > 0
G( I  +yG)  |  €H- ( [ : ^ * - ) ,
i.e. static high-gain feedback leads to a L2-stable closed-loop system.3 This observation is the motivation for
applying the high-gain adaptive control law (1.2) to the system (1.1).
-t 
tn f*, combining this result with a Paley-lViener type theorem for integrodifferential equations (see Theorcm 3.5 on p. tt3 in l3l),
it can be shown that for suficiently large y>0, the inverse Laplace transform of G(1 + )6)- l is in Zl(R+,R.x-). llence it follows
that  the c losed- loop system is Lp-stable for  a l l  p€[ l ,oo] .
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Proof. To reduce the technical effort, we assume without loss of generality that fre)0 in Eq. (1.2).By
assumption (Al) there exists a positive definite real m x m-matrix P: Pr satisfying the Lyapunov equation
G r P + P G : 2 \ .  ( 3 . 1 )
We define the P-induced norm ll . l lp on R'by setting l l" l l": \/6Vi Let q>0 denote the square root of
the smallest eigenvalue of P and set qp : l/./1fl1. Then,
s l l" l l  < l l" l lp, ep l lr  l lp < l l" l l  for al l  x € R' .
We introduce the following functions which will be used throughout the proofi
( 3 . 2 )
R'-R+, xv+D(x):{1."  - '  f  i | ] i l :1
R, -- R., x+ d(x) : { iF x ir ll*ll> ^
l .  0  i f  l l x l l <2 .
R, - R, x r+ Dp(x) : { X'"" 
- "',tr'rtui'rtuillnn
R.-R., x,-dp(x): { tffi" x ir ll*llo>le
[  0  i i  l l x l l p  < i p .
The function D is the same as introduced in Section 1. Clearly, for given r€R', D(x) (respectively, Dp(x))
is the distance of x from the ball of radius ,i (respectively, iq) centred at 0 in the norm ll . ll (respectively,
l l  ' l l " ) .
We proceed in five steps.
Step | (Existence and uniqueness of o maximal solution): Setting
e  :  l r  -  !  and  i ,  :  i , -w  -  # ( y , )
the closed-loop system given by Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) can be written in the following form:
ö(t) : - k(t)Ge(t) + 'Y(e)(t) + fr,(t), e(0) : es :: y,(0) - ys,
i ( t):  o21e1t11, ft(o) : ko.
By assumption y,e Y[/t,*(R+, R'), and so i,€r-(R+, R') and, by assumption (A2), .f(y,)e L*(R*, R').
Moreover, w€Z-(R1,R'), and thus
r i e  I - (R* ,  R ' ) . (3 .4 )
The system (3.3) is of the form (2.2), and hence we can apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude that Eqs. (3.3a) and
(3.3b) has a unique maximal solution (e(.),k(.)) defined on [0,ro), the maximal interval of existence. Using
the linearity of //' and Eq. (3.3a), we see that e satisfies
e( t1 :  -  k( t )Ge(t )  + t r (d p(e)) ( t )  + h( t ) ,  (3.5 )
where
h(t) :: .tr(e - dp(e))(t) + w(t), t € [0, ar).
It follows from the definit ion of dp that e-dp(e)eL*(O,ar;R') and hence by assumption (A2) and Eq. (3.4)
we conclude
heL* (0 , (D ;R ' ) .  ( 3 .6 )
Dp
dp
l 1  1 a \
(3 .3b)
Qrt)
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Setting




0 {& - I,Ls 
J,, 
V(e) for all t 
€ [/e, a-r).
By Eq.(3.11) ,  Fs>O, and thus we may conclude
I  . , ,  ,  ,  ,
I  v t " l  {  t tq lps for  a l l  I  €  [ /e ,a. r ) .  (3.13)
Now, using Eq. (3.2), it is easy to show that
Dp(x)) pD(x) for all r 
€ 
Ru.
Therefore, for all r 
€ [/e,ro),
f t . t f lk1 r1 :1 r11 r )+  |  D '   k \<k ( ro )+ -  I  o i t " l .J h  Q ' J b
Appealing to Eq. (3.13), we obtain
k(r )<k(ro |  +  ? i ,  for  a l l  r€  [ ro .o) ,PsQ
which shows that k(.) is bounded on [0,ar).
Step 4 (Boundedness oJ'e on [0,ar)): From Eq. (3.13) we see that Dp(e)€L2(0,a;R), and thus dp(e)e
L2(0,a;R'). Moreover, by the definit ion of the function dp(.) we have that e-dp(e)et-(g,ar; Rn). Hence
Step 3, assumption (A2) and Eq. (3.6) yield
f i : :  ( I  -  k)Gdp(e)  - t  . f r (dple))  € Z2(0.  ( l ) ;  R.) ,
fz : :  ( l  -  k)G[e -  dp(e) ]  + h e L*  (0,@; R.  ) .
Trivially, Eq. (3.5) may be rewritten as
e ( t ) :  -  Ge ( t ) - t  J tU )  +  J iQ ) .
An application of the variations-of-constants formula to this equation yields
f l
e( t ) :e  o 'uu  +  I  " -c t t ' ) yür f t )+  J2k) ld r .Jo
By assumption (Al), e-o'is exponentially stable, and therefore by a standard result on convolutions (see
Theorem 2.2 on p. 39 in [3]) we obtain that
e  e  L -  (0 ,  @;  R ' ) .  ß .14 \
Step 5 (Global existence and conuergence): From Steps 3 and 4 we have boundedness of k and e on [0, ro).
Therefore, combining the maximality of or and Theorem 2.7,we obtain that al:oo, and hence statement (l)
follows. Consequently, using Steps 3 and 4, we conclude that t(.) and e(.) are bounded on [0,oo). Since fr(.)
is non-decreasing we obtain statement (2). To prove statement (3), note that by assumption (A2), Eqs. (3.5)
and (3.6) and the boundedness of e on [0,oo),
d e Z * ( R * , R ' ) .  ( 3 . 1 5 ' )
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is minimum-phase and that the high-frequency gain matrix has its spectrum in the open right-half plane.
Moreover, it turns out that in both cases the internal variables of the controlled plant remain bounded.
4.1. Retarded systems
In the following we extend any function F e BV([a,ö],R'"') to the whole real axis by setting F(t):F(a)
fo r t<a  andF( r ) :F (b ) fo r t>b .  Anymeaswab le func t i on  f  :Q -Rn ,  OCR,w i l l beex tended to thewho le
rea l  ax i s  by  de f i n i ng  
. f ( t ) : 0  f o r  I  /Q .Fo r  F : (F i )e  Bv ( l 0 ,h l ,Rnxn )  and  f  : ( f i , . . . , . f , ) r ,  / ; € r [ " (R ,R) ,
1( i  (n,  we def ine
/ L : -  ' d F 1 1 *  f t \
d F * f : - l  :  l ." t  I
\  t ;- '  dF,1* f,  f
where dF4 denotes the Borel measure on R induced by Fi1 and dFii x I denotes the convolution of the
measure dFii and the function fl @n the whole real line). If ./' is continuous on l-h,oo), then, of course,
dF * J' can be expressed as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral
rh
@n * f iQ):  I  dF(r) f  ( t  -  |  for t )0.J o
Consider the retarded system
i :  dA *  x  !  Bu,  x l1-r ,01 :xo € C([ -h,0] ,  R ' ) ,
! : C x '
where I 
€Bv(l},hl, R"'), B€ Rtrxn and Ce R"'. We assume that
o(CB) c Ce
and
.  / s l - , ? ( r ) - ^ 'd e t  |  - '  ; ' ' " '  ^ o  \ + 0  f o r  a l l  s e  C [ / ,\  C  U  / '




where l(s)': #"*p(- sld,A(r) denotes the Laplace Stieltjes transform of l. The transfer function matrix
G(s)  of  Eqs.  (4. la)  and (4. lb)  is  g iven by G(s) :C(s1 -  Ä1s11-1n.
Condition (4.2) is a generalization of the finite-dimensional relative-degree-one condition, whilst Eq. (4.3)
is the so-called minumum-phase condition. As in the finite-dimensional case, see [5], it can be shown that
Eq. (a.3) holds if and only if G(s) has no zeros in C[/ and the system satisfies the generalized Hautus
conditions in Cfi/.
We show that if Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) are satisfied, then the retarded system (4.1) can be written in the
form (1.1) with assumptions (l) and (2) being satisfied. The condition @.2) means in particular that CB is
invertible. Therefore, m{n, dimkerC: n - ff i , dimimB:m and
ker C f - r  im B:  {0} .
Let  ur , . . . ,un-m€Rn be a basis  for  kerC,  then the matr ix
Q  : :  @ ( C B ) - 1 ,  ü 1 , .  . , D , , ^ )
is invertible, and moreover,
,  /  f r 2 \
e - ' s :  ( X  ) .  C e : ( t n . o ) .\ u  I
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4.2. Integrodffirential systems
Another interesting class of systems covered by Theorem 3.1 is a class of integrodifferential systems.
Consider the system
i - A x x * B u ,  x ( O ) : v o E P ' ,  ( 4 . 5 a )
I : Cx, (4.5b)
where I 
€M(R+, Rn"), B € Rnxu and C e R'xn. The Volterra integrodifferential system
f l
i ( t1- 1o*1, ' ,  + |  4(t  -  lx(r)d 'r  - t  Bu(t) ,  x(0) -")su 5 p' ,
J O
Y( t ) :  Cx ( t )
where ls€ Ru xx and A1€Zr(R+,Rn'n) ,  is  obviously  a specia l  case of  Eqs.  (4.5a)  and (4.5b) .  As in  Sec-
tion 4.1 we assume that
o(CB) c C.o (4.6)
and
.  I t t - . i t r t  ^ \det |  - ^o | +o for al l  s e C[/. (4.1\
\  c  0 /
where l(s):- ff exp(-sr)dA(r).
Combining standard results from the theory of integrodifferential equations (see [3]) with ideas similar to
those in Section 4.1, the following analogue of Corollary 4.1 for integrodifferential systems can be proved.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7) are satisJied and let )>0 be giuen. Then, J'or all initial
concl i t ions xs€R",  ko€R, a l lw€I*(R*,F&')  and a l l  reJbrence s ignuls / ,€W ' ' - (R*.R*) ,  the c losed- loop
system gliuen by Eqs. (4.5a) and (4.5b) and (1.2) has the following properties:
(1) The solution ("(.),k( )) exists on l},cx) and is unique,
(2) x(.) is bounded and limt--*k(t) exists and is Jinite,
(3)  l im sup,- rc  l ly . ( t )  -  / ( / ) l l  < , i .
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